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This paper

1. Document how debt structure changes after a monetary tightening for publicly traded US firms.

- "Unconstrained" firms: loan share ↑, leverage ↓.
- "Constrained" firms: loan share =, leverage ↓↓, equity issuance ↑↑.

2. Propose a model of investment + capital structure + debt structure for loans = risk-free + collateralized; bonds = risky debt.

stationary distribution + MP shock transmission.
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1. Document how debt structure changes after a monetary tightening
   publicly traded US firms
   
   “unconstrained” firms: loan share $\uparrow\uparrow$, leverage $\downarrow$
   “constrained” firms: loan share $=\downarrow\downarrow$, equity issuance $\uparrow\uparrow$

2. Propose a model of investment + capital structure + debt structure
   
   loans = risk-free+collateralized; bonds = risky debt
   stationary distribution + MP shock transmission
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- US public corporations, quarterly data

- Monetary policy shocks: \( \eta_{t}^{HF} \)

  intraday change in Fed Funds futures

  164 FOMC announcement days, 1990q4-2007q4 (Kuttner, 2001)

  (Gorodnichenko and Weber, 2016)

- Average (\( \beta \)) and differential (\( \delta \)) effects on investment:

  \[
  \Delta \log(k_{j,t+1}) = \alpha_{j} + \text{(macro controls)} + \beta \eta_{t}^{HF} + \varepsilon_{j,t}
  \]

  \[
  \Delta \log(k_{j,t+1}) = \alpha_{j} + \text{(sector \times quarter f.e.)} + \delta \left( \eta_{t}^{HF} \times x_{j,t-1} \right) + \varepsilon_{j,t}
  \]
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Following a positive shock to the Fed Funds rate

- Investment falls  
  $\uparrow$ with initial loan share $s_{j,t-1}$  

- Total borrowing falls  
  $\uparrow$ for “constrained” firms  
  $\uparrow$ with initial loan share $s_{j,t-1}$

- The loan share increases  
  $\downarrow$ for “constrained” firms  
  $\downarrow$ with initial credit rating $C_{j,t-1}$
The response of total borrowing in Crouzet (2021)
The response of the loan share in Crouzet (2021)

Graph showing the response of loan shares for high-rated and low-rated firms over quarters after a shock.
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Following a positive shock to the Fed Funds rate

- $P(\text{new loan}|\Delta(\text{debt}) > 0)$ increases
  \[\downarrow\text{ for “constrained” firms}\]

- $P(\text{equity issuance})$ increases
  \[\uparrow\text{ for “constrained” firms}\]

- (New) loan and bond spreads increase
  \[\uparrow\text{ for “constrained” firms (for loans, not bonds)}\]
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  (1 + c)L_{i,t+1} \leq \theta(1 - \delta)k_{i,t+1}
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  defaultable, fairly priced debt
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- Clearly preliminary, so lots of scope for further work
  clarify and “clean up” empirics
  how should we interpret the debt structure choice?
  link empirics to model predictions more systematically